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Abstract—Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors represent4
one of the most effective means to support activities in the sec-5
tor of maritime surveillance. In the field of ship detection, many6
SAR-based algorithms have been proposed recently, but none of7
them has ever considered the electromagnetic aspects behind the8
interactions of SAR signals with the ship and surrounding waters,9
with the detection step and rate strongly influenced by relative10
thresholding techniques applied to the SAR amplitude or intensity11
image. This paper introduces a novel model to evaluate the radar12
cross section (RCS) backscattered from a canonical ship adapted,13
to the case at issue, from similar existing models developed for, and14
applied to, urban areas. The RCS is modeled using the Kirchhoff15
approximation (KA) within the geometrical optics (GO) solu-16
tion and, following some assumptions on the scene parameters,17
derived by empirical observations; its probability density function18
is derived for all polarizations. An analysis of the sensitiveness19
of the RCS to the uncertainty on the input scene parameters20
is then performed. The new model is validated on two different21
TerraSAR-X images acquired in November 2012 over the Solent22
area in the U.K.: the RCS relevant to several isolated ships is mea-23
sured and compared with the expected value deriving from the24
theoretical model here introduced. Results are widely discussed25
and ranges of applicability finally suggested.26
Index Terms—Electromagnetic modelling, radar cross-sections,27
radar detection, synthetic aperture radar (SAR).28
I. INTRODUCTION29
M ARITIME surveillance is a topic of great importance30 and growing interest during the recent years. It is esti-31
mated that oceans cover fully 70% of the Earth’s surface and32
support more than 80% of the global trade [1]. With regard33
to the European Union (EU), almost 90% of the external34
freight trade is seaborne, short sea shipping represents 40%35
on the intra-EU exchanges, and more than 400 million pas-36
sengers embark and disembark in European ports each year37
[2]. Looking at the U.K., 50% of the energy supplier is pro-38
vided by oil shipping. Moreover, Britain’s Sea Trade brings39
substantial revenue to the Treasury, with a projected value of40
700 billion by the end of 2017 [3]. In this context, the U.K.41
National Maritime Information Centre (NMIC) has the role to42
monitor and track maritime activity around the U.K. and areas43
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of national interest [4]. Furthermore, NMIC has to support both 44
government and industry decisions in time of need, enabling a 45
better understanding of maritime security issues [4]. 46
One of the main applications of the maritime surveillance is 47
the ship detection. In this context, there is a need for persistent 48
wide-area (global coverage) surveillance. The requirements, 49
which an identification system should provide, are: high prob- 50
ability of detection and low probability of false alarm; accurate 51
geo-locating; ship identification; and ability to operate in all 52
weather and day conditions [5]. 53
While there are several ways to monitor and track ships, there 54
is no single mean which can meet all the above requirements. 55
As part of the coastal-based surveillance systems, the automatic 56
identification system (AIS) represents nowadays the most used 57
technique. AIS systems were originally designed for safety rea- 58
sons and mainly for collision avoidance. They are basically 59
shipborne systems by which ships inform each other and the 60
coastal receivers about their position, course, speed, and name. 61
However, the system is able to cover up to only about 40 km off 62
the coast and obviously requires that the on-board AIS works 63
correctly [6]. The main drawbacks concerning land-based AIS 64
systems are limited spatial coverage, impossibility of berth- 65
to-berth tracking, and need for land-based means. In order to 66
overcome the limitation on the spatial coverage, it has been 67
recently demonstrated that AIS signals can be well received 68
using spaceborne systems [6]. The detection of the AIS signal 69
transmitted from a ship is possible in the entire radio visibility 70
range of a satellite equipped with an AIS payload. For exam- 71
ple, for a satellite at an altitude of 650 Km, the average field 72
of view is above 20 million square kilometers [6]. In 2011, a 73
SatAIS system was launched by the German Aerospace Centre 74
(DLR) to enable observations of worldwide ship movements by 75
means of AIS [6]. In the next couple of years, space agencies 76
are planning to launch further SatAIS payloads to enhance the 77
reception of AIS messages as the U.K. NovaSAR-S [7]. 78
A useful support to the ship identification techniques based 79
on AIS could be brought by synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 80
sensors. A spaceborne SAR can be considered a complemen- 81
tary means to the traditional ones, thanks to its peculiar ability 82
to acquire images independently from daylight, meteorological 83
conditions, and national borders. SAR sensors are very useful 84
in the detection of noncooperative ships and in the tracking of 85
small ships without AIS on-board [8]. Modern SAR sensors 86
offer wide spatial coverage and, if operated in constellation, 87
allow for a reduction in the revisit time and, consequently, a 88
better control of open sea areas. The main issue concerned with 89
spaceborne SAR sensors is the impossibility to identify ships, 90
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although high-resolution SAR (HR-SAR) and its submeter91
resolution can recognize at least the ship type [9].92
So far, traditional SAR ship-detection algorithms have been93
based on constant false alarm rate (CFAR) methods [10]: the94
sea background is characterized statistically and then the detec-95
tor looks for individual pixels (or small group of pixels) whose96
brightness values are statistically unusual [10]. A commonly97
used statistical model for CFAR detector is the Gaussian dis-98
tribution. This is often applicable according to the central limit99
theorem stating that the average of a large number of identically100
distributed random variables tends to have a Gaussian distribu-101
tion [11]. Obviously, the more independent the scatterers are in102
a resolution cell, the more adequate the Gaussian model is. With103
this underlying model, closed forms of CFAR ship-detection104
algorithms can be found with a substantial computational sav-105
ing compared to others based on different distributions [6], [11].106
In modern HRSARs, the spatial resolution is tremendously107
improved and, consequently, the number of independent scat-108
terers in the resolution cell is decreasing. In this framework, the109
Gaussian distribution is unlikely to stay the one which better110
models the sea clutter and, indeed, previous works prove that111
the K distribution and the Generalized Gamma distribution fit112
much better [12], [13]. Some CFAR algorithms compute the113
statistics of the sea clutter globally (defining, in turn, a global114
threshold), while others evaluate the clutter distribution param-115
eters locally to take into account the variability of the sea (and116
propose an adaptive threshold). The adaptive threshold algo-117
rithms are obviously less efficient in terms of computational118
load but, generally, present better performance than the Global119
Threshold algorithms [10].120
The main limitation of CFAR algorithms is that targets with121
intensity values very similar to those of sea clutter might not122
be detected; moreover, the parameters’ estimation distribution123
and the threshold definition are computationally expensive pro-124
cedures for non-Gaussian models. A different ship-detection125
approach relies on the subaperture decomposition where no126
assumption about the sea background is needed [14]–[17]. The127
detection is performed based on the different behaviors of tar-128
gets and clutters regarding the sublook coherence: the original129
SAR image is decomposed into sublooks (generally between130
two and four) and then the coherence index between the differ-131
ent sublook images is computed. The random behavior of the132
sea clutter makes the coherence of its pixels close to 0, while, on133
the other hand, the targets present a more deterministic behavior134
and a coherence index closer to 1. In this way, the signal-to-135
clutter ratio can be increased up to 2 dB [14]. Consequently,136
from one hand, the targets can be detected easily, but, from137
the other hand, the spatial resolution is reduced depending on138
the number of subapertures employed [14]. In [17], the spatial139
resolution loss is reduced by computing the cross-correlation140
over partially overlapping subapertures (30%). In [18] and141
[19], instead, a novel prescreening algorithm, based on the142
Wavelet Transform (WT), is presented. This approach shows143
some similarities with the subaperture method. The WT stud-144
ies a complex phenomenon dividing it into different simpler145
pieces by projecting the input signal in a particular function146
space (wavelet space). In this way, the WT is able to char-147
acterize the local regularity of the signal: the existence of148
discontinuities in the original images produces large wavelet 149
coefficients, while homogeneous areas, on the contrary, present 150
small coefficients [18]. In [20] and [22], instead, polarimet- 151
ric analyses are employed to detect ship targets over the sea 152
clutter pointing out that, generally, SAR polarimetry improves 153
ship-detection performance. 154
In all the papers cited, the modeling of the ship, whether sta- 155
tistical or analytical, is generally neglected to keep the overall 156
model simple. As a consequence, the detector may result in a 157
higher false-alarm rate [10] since intrinsic properties of a ship, 158
such as its peculiar way to backscatter the transmitted signal, 159
are completely ignored. An extremely simple model for the ship 160
backscattering is introduced in [23] and more recently exploited 161
in [24] to build a generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT). 162
The model assumes that the ship pixels are independent and 163
Gaussian distributed. No evidence is provided to support this 164
assumption and the same distribution is employed for both the 165
sea clutter and the ship but with a different standard deviation. 166
In [11], instead, the authors show that the overall ship- 167
detection performance improves with the inclusion of a 168
proper scattering evaluation block in the detection chain, 169
where the electromagnetic field backscattered from a canon- 170
ical ship is considered for the first time and used to reject 171
nonparallelepiped-like targets to improve the final detection 172
performance. 173
In this paper, a complete statistical and analytical evalu- 174
ation of the most representative backscattering contributions 175
from canonical ship-sea configurations is presented and tested 176
on spaceborne SAR imagery. The work leads to the identifi- 177
cation of a suitable statistical distribution to characterize the 178
backscattering return from a ship within certain assumptions. 179
In future, the retrieved distribution can be employed to build 180
a GLRT-based detector and improve the performance of SAR 181
ship-detection algorithms by considering the model for both the 182
ship and the sea clutter. 183
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the elec- 184
tromagnetic model characterizing the different scattering con- 185
tributions of the canonical ship is presented. In Section III, the 186
canonical ship model is derived and its distribution is shown 187
for all combinations of transmitted/received polarizations. The 188
goodness-of-fit (GoF) test is performed in Section IV to derive 189
the best distribution in modeling the radar cross section (RCS) 190
relevant to the double scattering from the ship. In Section V, 191
the analysis of the sensitiveness of the RCS to the errors on the 192
knowledge of the model parameters is presented. In Section VI, 193
the proposed model is validated on actual spaceborne SAR 194
images. Finally, in Section VII, some concluding remarks are 195
reported. 196
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL 197
The modeling of the electromagnetic field backscattered 198
from ships is still poorly considered in ship-detection algo- 199
rithms, mainly because of the natural complexity behind a reli- 200
able model. This section aims to show that the scenario ship sea 201
has many similarities with urban settlements for which scatter- 202
ing models have been introduced, and successfully inverted, in 203
the last years for different kinds of applications, see [25]–[27]. 204
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Fig. 1. (a) Optical photo of a real cargo ship (Celtic Fortune). (b) 3-D model of the canonical ship drawn in AUTOCAD environment.F1:1
Actually, it is even simpler to model in some situations as, e.g.,205
multiple scattering due to the interaction of the backscattered206
signal with other ships does not arise in open ocean.207
Moreover, the isolation of ships makes their backscattering208
contributions easier to detect in SAR images. With regard to209
the nonstationarity of the target and the dynamic scenery in210
which it is placed, from the literature, it is well known that211
the motion effects of both capillary and gravitational waves, as212
well as the possible motion of the ship itself, lead to a change213
in the Doppler frequencies resulting in azimuth image shift and214
smearing [10]. For example, as a consequence of its motion, a215
ship appears shifted along the azimuth direction in the focused216
SAR image, far from the position of its wake. However, the217
study of these undesired effects, and their inclusion in the model218
here being proposed, is at the moment a challenge (see [28])219
and led the authors to assume the ocean surface stationary and220
the ship still. These assumptions will simplify the following221
analysis without invalidating the model as, essentially, the com-222
position of the signal backscattered from a canonical ship does223
not change. These considerations brought the authors to recon-224
sider the scattering models introduced in [25] and, after proper225
modification, adapt them to this new scenario. In addition, fur-226
ther assumptions about the canonical shape and size of the ship227
are made to reduce the complexity of the problem.228
1) The ship is a perfect parallelepiped (hence, superimposed229
structures and tips are ignored).230
2) Its hull is completely smooth.231
3) Its dimensions are much larger than the working radar232
wavelength.233
Moreover, we suppose that the ships are isolated (i.e., in234
open ocean and far from other ships), so that multiple scatter-235
ing does not arise. We also neglect any diffraction effects. The236
diffraction contributions are due to the finite dimensions of the237
scattering surfaces (in this case, the ship hull); hence, they can238
be modeled as contributions from horizontal and vertical edges239
of the ship. Since the ships dimensions are very large in terms240
of wavelength in high regime frequency, edge diffractions are241
expected to be small with respect to the other reflection contri-242
butions (single and multiple scattering), and errors caused by243
neglecting diffractions are certainly smaller than those caused244
by simplifying hypotheses on the ship geometry [25].245
Within these hypotheses, a real cargo such as the Celtic246
Fortune in Fig. 1(a) would be more easily modeled with a247
parallelepiped-like canonical ship forming a perfect dihedral248
Fig. 2. Cut at constant azimuth of the scene showing composition of different
contributions in the SAR image with ϑ the radar look angle. Model drawn in
AUTOCAD environment.
F2:1
F2:2
F2:3
with the sea surface, as the one in Fig. 1(b) drawn with 249
AUTOCAD software. However, the deviation of the angle 250
formed by sea and ship from the right angle of a perfect dihedral 251
is here assumed negligible (as it happens in many real cases). 252
The canonical ship is regarded as a metallic object which 253
is decomposed by using a series of rectangular facets. 254
Consequently, the total component field can be obtained with 255
a vectorial summation of all integral radiation on each facet 256
[29]. In addition, the computation of the RCS of large and com- 257
plex targets involves scattering mechanisms of different orders 258
[30]. The corresponding contributions on a SAR image can 259
be mapped or pictorially represented knowing the elementary 260
shape of the ship and some radar parameters. In Fig. 2, where 261
the illumination comes from the left side and ϑ is the radar 262
look angle, the different scattering contributions are shown for 263
a canonical ship. According to [26] and [31], scanning the 264
image from near-to-far range at constant azimuth, the follow- 265
ing contributions are expected to be found: first, the layover 266
area (single scattering mechanism from the top and lateral side 267
of the ship plus single scattering from the sea), followed by the 268
double-reflection contribution (located in the vertex O), then 269
the single scattering from the top together with the triple scat- 270
tering (from vertex O to vertex A), the single scattering from the 271
top alone and, finally, the dark shadow area [31]. It has already 272
been demonstrated in [11] that such a geometrical model is a 273
good discriminator between man-made objects over the sea of 274
different shapes. 275
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In order to consider an analytical, closed-form expression for276
the different scattering contributions, some further assumptions277
are made.278
1) The sea clutter is modeled via a Gaussian stochastic279
process with Gaussian autocorrelation function (how-280
ever, more involved stochastic processes can be easily281
considered in the following derivation [32]).282
2) The water is considered infinitively deep, still in terms of283
working wavelength, so that multiple bounces do not arise284
from beneath the water surface [27].285
Within these hypotheses and using the Kirchhoff approxi-286
mation (KA), it is possible to evaluate the scattered field at287
each bounce with physical optic (PO) or geometrical optic288
(GO) solutions according to the sea roughness. In particular,289
PO approximation is applied if kσdev  1, where k is the radar290
wavenumber and σdev is the standard deviation describing the291
stochastic process of the sea. Vice versa, if kσdev  1, GO292
approximation is applied [25]–[27].293
Since all the double-reflection rays present the same time294
delay [31], the double reflection is the dominant scattering con-295
tribution. The triple and single scattering contributions, instead,296
are mixed each other and they are not easily detectable on297
the SAR images. For these reasons, the following analysis is298
limited to the double-reflection contribution. For the sake of299
simplicity, the final formulations of the RCS, already com-300
puted in [25], are here reported for both GO–PO and GO–GO301
approximations. For the GO–PO, the RCS is given by302
σ = h|Spq|2l tanϑ cosϕ exp
(−4k2σ2devcos2ϑ)
×
∞∑
m=1
(2kσdev cosϑ)
2m
m!
k2L2
4m
exp
[
− (2kLsinϕsinϑ)
2
4m
]
.
(1)
Alternatively, for the GO–GO, the RCS is given by303
σ=
h|Spq|2l tanϑ cosϕ
(
1+tan2ϑsin2ϕ
)
exp
[
− tan2ϑsin2ϕ
2σ2dev(2/L2)
]
8π2σ2dev (2/L
2) cos2ϑ
.
(2)
In (1) and (2), σ represents the RCS relevant to the double-304
reflection contribution; Spq is the generic element of the scat-305
tering matrix with p and q standing for horizontal H, or vertical306
V polarization, respectively; l is the length of the portion of the307
ship belonging to the resolution cell, assuming the ship length308
larger than the SAR spatial resolution; σdev and L are the stan-309
dard deviation and the correlation length, respectively, of the310
stochastic process representing the sea clutter; ϕ is the angle311
between the sensor line of flight and the ship hull to the water312
surface; ϑ is the SAR look angle and h is the portion of the313
ship height forming the dihedral surface between the sea and the314
ship hull. In nautical terms, the latter is also known as freeboard315
and represents the distance from the waterline to the upper deck316
of the ship. The distance between the waterline and the bottom317
of the hull, instead, is known as draught [33]. However, due to318
the hypothesis e), the draught does not contribute to the double319
scattering [(1) and (2)] and is therefore neglected in the follow-320
ing. The freeboard and the draught of a ship are, finally, shown321
in Fig. 3.322
Fig. 3. Side look of a ship where the freeboard and draught are highlighted. F3:1
In (1) and (2), Spq depends on the dielectric constant of the 323
sea (εSW ), the dielectric constant of the hull (εHULL), ϕ, ϑ, 324
k, and the Fresnel coefficient according to the polarization of 325
the propagating wave. The equations to compute Spq , for both 326
GO–GO and GO–PO solutions and for each polarization, are 327
reported in [25]. 328
In the next section, some assumptions on the parameters 329
involved in the electromagnetic model are made to model 330
the distribution of the RCS values for the double-reflection 331
contribution. 332
III. COMPUTATION OF THE RCS DISTRIBUTION 333
In order to compute the RCS relevant to the double-reflection 334
contribution, the parameters involved in (1) and (2) have to 335
be known. Unfortunately, this a priori knowledge is not com- 336
pletely available. Only some parameters are a priori known (the 337
radar look angle and the wavelength), others can be retrieved 338
directly either from the SAR image (the sea roughness parame- 339
ters) or from the literature (dielectric constant of the sea), while 340
for the remaining ones (the orientation angle, the dielectric con- 341
stant of the hull, and the freeboard height), suitable probability 342
distribution functions can be estimated bringing, in turn, to a 343
probability density function for the RCS too. 344
Due to the wind, the sea surface is never completely smooth 345
and presents several capillary waves [28]. For this reason, the 346
GO–GO approximation has been chosen and is the unique 347
solution being analyzed in the following. 348
A. Estimation of the Input Parameters 349
As anticipated, some parameters are a priori known. In par- 350
ticular, ϑ and k can be retrieved from the ancillary data of the 351
SAR sensor, while εSW is computed according to the model 352
presented in [34] where the real (ε′SW ) and the imaginary 353
(ε′′SW ) part of the saline water are given by 354
ε′SW = εSW∞ +
εSW0 − εSW∞
1 + (2πfτSW )
2
ε′′SW =
2πfτSW (εSW0 − εSW∞)
1 + (2πfτSW )
2 +
σSW
2πε0f
(3)
where f is the working frequency, ε0 is the permittivity of free 355
space, εSW∞ is a constant equal to 4.9, σSW (S) is the con- 356
ductivity of the sea depending on the salinity S, εSW0 (T, S) 357
and τSW (S, T ) are quantities depending on both the salinity 358
S and the sea temperature T . The average information about 359
the salinity and the temperature of the North Sea (where the 360
datasets used in this study were acquired) are retrieved from 361
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TABLE IT1:1
RELATIVE COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS (εReq ) OF THE SHIP
MATERIALS AT S (3.2 GHZ), C (5.4 GHZ),
AND X (9.6 GHZ) BANDS
T1:2
T1:3
T1:4
[35]: T = 19 ◦C and S = 35%. At X band (9.65 GHz), the362
resulting dielectric constant of the sea is363
εSW = ε
′
SW + jε
′′
SW = 71.82− j37.78. (4)
The roughness parameters (σdev/L) can be estimated,364
instead, by minimizing the absolute error between the RCS (rel-365
evant to the single scattering from the sea) of the sea surface366
measured on the SAR images and the expected RCS within the367
GO solution, as shown in [36].368
With regard to the angle ϕ, the authors assume to work in the369
worst-case scenario where the orientation angle can be retrieved370
neither from the ship signature nor from a visible wake. This371
consideration drives the choice of describing the angle ϕ sta-372
tistically as uniformly distributed between 0◦ and 45◦ [ϕ ∼373
U (0; 45)]. Obviously, when the heading angle is greater than374
45◦, one side of the hull will always present an angle with375
the projection of the sensor on the sea smaller than 45◦ and,376
consequently, ϕ ∼ U (0; 45) takes into account all the possible377
scenarios.378
The range of values for the freeboard height is selected379
according to the amendments of the 1974 SOLAS Convention380
which regulates the freeboard of the ships of 24-m length or381
more [37]. Ships are divided into two categories (Type A and382
Type B) and for each ship length (from 24 to 365 m), the free-383
board is provided. Freeboard values are included between 0.2384
and 5.3 m, [37]. Having the latter as the only available infor-385
mation about the size of the ship, h is consequently selected386
which is uniformly distributed between 0.2 and 5.3 m [h ∼387
U (0.2; 5.3)m].388
The dielectric constant of the hull is chosen by performing389
a weighted average of several dielectric constants of materials390
which mainly compose the structure of a ship. First of all, it is391
assumed that the canonical ship is made mostly of steel (with a392
percentage uniformly distributed between 60% and 90%, values393
based on authors’ empirical evaluations) and for the remaining394
part of a mixture (equally distributed) of glass, aluminum, and395
fused silica. Within these hypotheses, εHULL can be computed396
as already done in [27] and [38]397
εHULL = pεst +
q
3
(εa + εg + εsi) (5)
where p ∼ U (0.6; 0.9), q = 1− p and εst, εa, εg , and εsi are398
the complex relative dielectric constant of steel, aluminum,399
glass, and fused silica, respectively. Their values are listed in400
Table I at S, C, and X bands, according to [38] and [39].401
In Table II, the way to estimate all the parameters, needed to402
compute the RCS in (2), is summarized.403
TABLE II T2:1
ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS NEEDED TO COMPUTE THE RCS OF
THE SHIP
T2:2
T2:3
Fig. 4. Histogram of the RCS values relevant to the double-reflection contri-
bution for HH polarization at X band in m2 at the top (mean = 0.24 m2 and
std = 0.30 m2) and in dBsm at the bottom.
F4:1
F4:2
F4:3
B. Distribution of the RCS Values 404
Once all parameters are estimated or statistically modeled, 405
the RCS relevant to the double-reflection contribution of the 406
canonical ship can be modeled too. Equation (2) has been 407
implemented using a MATLAB script with 106 samples for 408
each polarization (HH, V, and HV). In Fig. 4, the histograms 409
of the RCS values in m2 and dBsm are shown for HH polar- 410
ization at X band (9.65 GHz). Similarly, in Figs. 5 and 6, the 411
histograms for the VV and HV polarizations are reported. 412
The greatest values of the RCS are obtained when the 413
freeboard is high and when the ship is parallel or near parallel 414
to the SAR flight direction (low ϕ angle). Instead, when the 415
freeboard is small or the angle ϕ great, the RCS is reduced 416
severely resulting in missing targets in ship-detection algo- 417
rithms. All the assumptions made on the input parameters make 418
the canonical ship a heterogeneous target and this is witnessed 419
by the large standard deviation (compared to the mean value) 420
of the RCS, as reported in Figs. 4–6. HH and VV distributions 421
are quite similar in shape, mean, and standard deviation, while 422
the HV distribution presents values three orders of magnitude 423
smaller. This is why, according to the model presented in 424
literature [25], the RCS relevant to the double-reflection line 425
of the cross-polarized channel is much weaker due to the 426
scattering coefficient SHV being proportional to sin2ϕ. As 427
a consequence, there is no cross-polarized double-reflection 428
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Fig. 5. Histogram of the RCS values relevant to the double-reflection contri-
bution for VV polarization at X band in m2 at the top (mean = 0.18 m2 and
std = 0.24 m2) and in dBsm at the bottom.
F5:1
F5:2
F5:3
Fig. 6. Histogram of the RCS values relevant to the double-reflection contribu-
tion for HV polarization at X band in m2 at the top (mean = 4.4 10−4 m2
and std = 3.7 10−4 m2) and in dBsm at the bottom.
F6:1
F6:2
F6:3
component in the case of an ideal dihedral perfectly aligned429
with the sensor azimuth direction (ϕ = 0). Furthermore, in430
many real cases, when ϕ = 0, the double reflection component431
may be lower than the noise floor level and undetectable on432
SAR images. However, it has been demonstrated that on real433
SAR images, the RCS relevant to the cross-polarized channels434
is not negligible and can be useful to improve the performance435
of the SAR detectors [10], [20]. For these reasons, and for the436
sake of completeness, the authors have added here also the437
results relative to the cross-polarized channel.438
Similar distributions can be computed also at C and S bands.439
In the next section, the distributions retrieved at X band are440
compared, for each polarization, with standard distributions to441
find the best-fitting distribution.442
TABLE III T3:1
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS T3:2
IV. GOF TEST 443
In this section, the probability distribution function (pdf) and 444
the cumulative distribution function (cdf) for each polarization 445
(HH, VV, and HV) are compared to those ones of standard 446
distributions. In particular, the Inverse Gaussian, the G0, the 447
Gamma, the Rayleigh, and the Weibull distributions, [40], [41], 448
are analyzed. The pdfs of all the aforementioned distributions 449
are reported in Table III. 450
The parameters of all the distributions (except those of the 451
G0 distribution) are estimated through the maximum likelihood 452
method and using the MATLAB mle function. The shape (αˆ) 453
and the scale (γˆ) parameters of the G0 distribution, instead, are 454
estimated through the mixed estimator method introduced in 455
[41], according to the following equations: 456
Q =
2√
π
(
αˆ
√
0.5− 1
)0.5 Γ (−αˆ)
Γ (−αˆ− 0.5)
γˆ =
4
π
m21
(
Γ (−αˆ)
Γ (−αˆ− 0.5)
)2 (6)
where Q is the median of σ/E [σ], m1 is the first σ moment, 457
and Γ (·) is the gamma function. 458
In Figs. 7–9, the pdfs and the cdfs are shown for all the 459
aforementioned distributions and compared with the histogram 460
data at X band for HH, VV, and HV polarization, respectively. 461
It is possible to note that the distribution with one parameter 462
(Rayleigh, plotted in cyan) is not able to fit the heterogene- 463
ity of the data for all polarizations. The best fittings, instead, 464
are obtained using the Gamma (in purple) and the Weibull 465
(in green) for all the distributions. In order to verify if and 466
how well these distributions approximate the histograms of 467
the RCS data, a GoF test has been performed. In Table IV, 468
the χ2 GoF test [42] is performed considering a significance 469
level of 5% for all the distributions for each polarization and, 470
consequently, the p value is computed. The test is passed if 471
p ≥ 0.05. 472
From the analysis of the results in Table IV, the Gamma dis- 473
tribution results the best-fitting distribution for the copolarized 474
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Fig. 7. Comparison of pdfs and cdfs at X band for the HH polarization.F7:1
Fig. 8. Comparison of pdfs and cdfs at X band for the VV polarization.F8:1
channels where a p value of 52.54% and 39.01% is obtained for475
HH and VV polarizations, respectively. No other distribution476
passes the χ2 GoF test. In the cross-polarized channel (HV),477
the Gamma distribution still passes the test (p = 10.03%), but478
it is no longer the best distribution. The Weibull distribution479
indeed presents a higher p value (63.15%), while all the other480
distributions fail the test at the same way as the copolarized481
channels.482
Once the best-fitting distribution is found, a fidelity483
region (FR) may be chosen. The FR represents the interval484
[σαl ;σ1−αu ] of the most probable σ values. In particular, σαl485
and σ1−αu represent the percentile (αl)th and (1− αu)th of486
σ. In formula487
αl: Pr (σ ≤ σαl) = Fσ (σαl) = αl
1− αu: Pr (σ ≤ σ1−αu) = Fσ (σ1−αu) = 1− αu
(7)
Fig. 9. Comparison of pdfs and cdfs at X band for the HV polarization. F9:1
TABLE IV T4:1
P VALUE (%) RELATIVE TO THE χ2 GOF TEST AT X BAND FOR EACH
POLARIZATION
T4:2
T4:3
Where Fσ (·) is the cdf of σ. In particular, the lower threshold 488
can be chosen according to the sensitivity of the SAR antenna 489
and it can be set 3dB greater than the system noise equivalent 490
sigma zero (NESZ). In formula 491
Pr
(
σ0 ≤ NESZ + 3) = Fσ0 (NESZ + 3) (8)
where σ0 is the normalized RCS and it is linked to σ by the 492
flowing [43]: 493
σ0 =
σ
ΔxΔr/sinϑ
(9)
where Δx and Δr are the spatial resolution in azimuth and slant 494
range, respectively. 495
For example, by considering the distribution of the RCS 496
values at X band and HH polarization, choosing the Gamma 497
distribution to approximate the RCS data, assuming a typical 498
NESZ = −23 dB for the TerraSAR-X platform [44] and setting 499
αu = 0.01, it results that σαl = 9.10 · 10−2m2 and σ1−αu = 500
1.26 m2 and, consequently, FR =
[
9.10 · 10−2; 1.26]m2. 501
Different choices may be suggested to set the lower and upper 502
thresholds. However, as a general guideline, the authors advice 503
to perform a sharper cut to the lower tail because, in that region 504
of RCS values, the sea clutter and the SAR azimuth ambiguities 505
are normally included. 506
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V. UNCERTAINTY ON INPUT PARAMETERS AND MODEL507
INACCURACY508
In this section, the accuracy of the RCS relevant to the509
double-reflection contribution from (2) is analyzed. According510
to the proposed model, the error sources are the uncertainty on511
the knowledge of the input parameters and the inaccuracy of the512
model itself in describing all the details of a complex reflecting513
object as a ship.514
A. Uncertainty on Input Parameters515
With regard to (2), the parameters that are a priori known516
(ϑ and k) and retrieved from the literature (εSW ) are not con-517
sidered as sources of error. Vice versa, the uncertainty on the518
estimated value σ of the unknown parameters (h, ϕ and εHULL)519
and the parameters that are measured directly on the SAR520
images (σdev/L) is considered in the following, where each521
source of error is regarded separately from the other ones.522
Let us first consider the uncertainty Δσ on the estimated523
value σ, caused by an uncertainty Δh on h524
Δσ =
∣∣∣∣∂σ∂h
∣∣∣∣Δh = σhΔh ⇒ Δσσ = Δhh . (10)
Equation (10) suggests that the relative uncertainty on σ is525
equal to the relative uncertainty on h; in other words, if h has526
been estimated with a certain error, the computed σ will present527
an error of the same order.528
As regards the uncertainties on ϕ and εHULL, instead, deriv-529
ing their analytical expressions is less useful. Precisely, even530
if the relative derivatives can still be computed, the retrieved531
analytical expression would be so involved that useful consid-532
erations about the influence on σ estimation could not be carried533
on. For this reason, the analytical expressions in closed form of534
the errors have not been computed, but they have been evaluated535
with the support of a MATLAB code. For the sake of brevity,536
the authors report here only the graphical representation of the537
results. In the MATLAB code employed, the a priori known538
parameters, σdev/L, and εSW are set according to the indica-539
tions in Table II and the radar parameters of the datasets that540
will be introduced in the next section. The unknown parame-541
ters, instead, are set equal to their mean values according to the542
distribution functions reported in Table II.543
Again, considering the uncertainty on the orientation angle544
ϕ, it can be written as545
Δσ =
∣∣∣∣∂σ∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣Δϕ. (11)
In Fig. 10,
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂ϕ ∣∣∣ is shown at X band for HH, VV, and546
HV polarizations. Copolarized channels present the worst case547
when ϕ is about 15◦, where even a minimum error on the548
knowledge of the orientation angle results in a completely549
wrong estimation of the RCS. The best range of value, instead,550
is included between ϕ = 35◦ and ϕ = 45◦ where a nonperfect551
knowledge of the orientation angle does not affect the esti-552
mation of the RCS. It is important to underline that, in this553
same range, the performances of the ship-detection algorithm554
Fig. 10. Plots of the uncertainty relative to the angle ϕ for each polarization at
X band.
F10:1
F10:2
are worse because most of the incidence radiation from SAR 555
is reflected in the specular direction and, consequently, the 556
ship could appear as dark as the sea clutter in the final SAR 557
image. The cross-polarized channel, instead, presents two rela- 558
tive maxima (when ϕ = 10◦ and ϕ = 30◦), while the best case 559
is represented by ships with orientation angle around 20◦. 560
The analysis concerning the dielectric constant of the hull 561
is divided into two parts to consider separately the permittiv- 562
ity and the conductivity. The permittivity is supposed to be 563
unknown in the first part, and the conductivity is supposed 564
to be unknown in the second one, as already done in [26]. 565
However, a general equation can be derived for the uncertainty 566
Δσ based on the uncertainty on the permittivity/conductivity of 567
εHULL 568
Δσ =
∣∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx
∣∣∣∣Δεx (12)
where εx is the real or the imaginary part of εHULL accord- 569
ing to the case at issue. In Figs. 11 and 12,
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx ∣∣∣ is shown 570
at X band for HH, VV, and HV polarizations for the real 571
and the imaginary part of εHULL, respectively. In Fig. 12, the 572
plot is given in semi-logarithmic scale due to the wide vari- 573
ability in the imaginary part of εHULL. From the analysis of 574
the real part of the dielectric constant (Fig. 11), the range of 575
variability of
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx ∣∣∣is several orders of magnitude smaller than 576
the mean value of σ as it appears in the plots of Figs. 4–6 for 577
each polarization. Consequently, the influence from a nonper- 578
fect knowledge of the hull permittivity is negligible for any 579
ship. Moving to the imaginary part of the dielectric constant 580
(Fig. 12), similar considerations can be drawn. The term
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx ∣∣∣ 581
presents remarkable variations for small values of the imaginary 582
part of εHULL, but it approaches 0 for Im (εHULL) > 103 for 583
both co- and cross-polarized channels. As a consequence, since 584
the Im (εHULL) of the metals is much greater than 103 (as it 585
is shown in Table I), the uncertainty relative to an imperfect 586
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Fig. 11. Plots of the uncertainty relative to the real part of the dielectric constant
of the hull εHULL for each polarization at X band.
F11:1
F11:2
Fig. 12. Plots of the uncertainty relative to the imaginary part of the dielectric
constant of the hull εHULL for each polarization at X band.
F12:1
F12:2
knowledge of the conductivity is null if the ship is mostly made587
by metal, hypothesis certainly verified in many real cases.588
Let us finally consider the uncertainty Δσ on the estimated589
value σ, caused by an uncertainty Δ(σdev/L) on the roughness590
ratio σdev/L591
Δσ =
∣∣∣∣ ∂σ∂ (σdev/L)
∣∣∣∣ΔσdevL . (13)
In Fig. 13, the term
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂(σdev/L) ∣∣∣ is shown at X band for HH,592
VV, and HV polarizations, respectively. The trend of the func-593
tion and the position of the relative minima and maxima are594
exactly the same for all the polarizations because the difference595
in polarization is given by the term Spq , which represents only a596
scale factor for the derivative
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂(σdev/L) ∣∣∣. The uncertainty Δσ597
tends to zero when the sea surface is smooth (σdev/L → 0) and598
when the sea surface is extremely rough (σdev/L → ∞). The599
Fig. 13. Plots of the uncertainty relative to the roughness ratio σdev/L for each
polarization at X band.
F13:1
F13:2
TABLE V T5:1
SAR IMAGES ACQUISITION PARAMETERS T5:2
worst case occurs when σdev/L = 0.10, while the best case 600
occurs when σdev/L = 0.16. 601
Finally, it is possible to write down the total uncertainty 602
Δσtot on the estimated value σ for all the sources of error 603
Δσtot=
∣∣∣∣∂σ∂h
∣∣∣∣Δh+∣∣∣∣∂σ∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣ϕ+∣∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx
∣∣∣∣Δεx+∣∣∣∣ ∂σ∂ (σdev/L)
∣∣∣∣ΔσdevL .
(14)
Obviously, for the considerations carried out from Figs. 11 604
and 12, the third term of (14) can be neglected and, there- 605
fore, the only sources of uncertainty are the freeboard h, the 606
orientation angle ϕ, and the ratio of the roughness parameters 607
σdev/L. 608
B. Model Inaccuracy 609
In this section, the errors on the RCS due to approximations 610
on the shape of the canonical ship are analyzed. The simple 611
basic parallelepiped model assumed for the ship (described in 612
Section II) is certainly a valuable starting basis, but it is not able 613
to describe all the scattering mechanisms which occur in a real 614
scenario. 615
Neglecting the superimposed structures of a ship (ship upper 616
decks and masts), e.g., leads to an underestimation of the 617
dihedral surface, which contributes to the double-reflection 618
mechanism, with a consequent underestimation of the final 619
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Fig. 14. HH intensity SAR image of the Isle of Wight in the slant range (r-axis)/azimuth (x-axis) plane acquired by the TerraSAR-X sensor on (a) 9th November
and (b) 12th November. In both images, the red rectangles enclose the ship signatures with available AIS data. The green rectangle includes the signature of a ship
which does not fulfill the proposed model.
F14:1
F14:2
F14:3
TABLE VIT6:1
RCSS MEASURED ON REAL SAR IMAGES COMPARED TO THE RCSS COMPUTED FROM THE ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELT6:2
RCS. Depending on the dimensions (length and heights) of620
masts and decks and the orientation angle of the ships, these621
contributions may be more or less relevant. In addition, the622
same superimposed structures may also originate strong trihe-623
dral reflection mechanisms [30] with an even worse estimation.624
Finally, a way to assess the inaccuracies deriving from the625
employment of the simplified ship model is provided in the next626
section, where the proposed model is compared with the RCS 627
of several ships measured on real SAR images. 628
VI. VALIDATION RESULTS 629
The model proposed for the RCS of a canonical ship is 630
tested on two different TerraSAR-X images acquired over the 631
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Solent area (the channel between the Isle of Wight and the632
Portsmouth’s harbor), in the south of the U.K., in November633
2012. The acquisition parameters of the two Stripmap images634
are reported in Table V.635
Before processing the images, the absolute calibration is per-636
formed to minimize the radiometry differences and to compare637
the images [44]. The pixels intensities are scaled according to638
the following formula [44]:639
σ0 = ks|DN |2sinθ −NESZ (15)
where ks is the absolute calibration factor, |DN | is the ampli-640
tude of each pixel, and NESZ is the NESZ of the SAR system.641
Both ks and NESZ are provided with the ancillary data of the642
images. In Fig. 14, the intensity of the SAR images is shown643
in the slant range/azimuth plane. Some AIS data from [45] are644
collected and used as ground truth to validate the electromag-645
netic model proposed. However, the available ground truth is646
not complete since more ship signatures are clearly detectable647
from both SAR images [11]. The RCS relevant to the double-648
reflection contribution of eight ships (four from the first SAR649
image and four from the second one) is measured on the SAR650
image by averaging the intensity of the double-reflection line,651
as already performed in [25] and [27]. In formula652
σ̂j =
1
Nj
Nj∑
i=1
σ̂ij j = 1, 2, . . . , 8 (16)
where σ̂j is the RCS of the jth ship, σ̂ij is the intensity of the653
ith pixel of the double-reflection contribution of the jth ship,654
and Nj is the number of resolution cells in the double-reflection655
line relative to the jth ship (Nj = lsj/Δx where lsj is the length656
of the jth ship). The mean operation let us mitigate the overall657
contributions of the superimposed structures leading to a less658
relevant underestimation of the RCS.659
The measured RCS is affected by speckle noise and it is660
possible to evaluate the relative uncertainty Δ σ̂ [25], [26]661
Δσ̂ ≤ σ̂j√
Nj
j = 1, 2, . . . , 8. (17)
In (17), σ̂j√
Nj
represents the uncertainty in the worst case662
of fully developed speckle where each contribution is indepen-663
dent from the others (a collection of random variables that are664
independent and identically distributed).665
The signatures of the eight ships under test are highlighted666
by red rectangles in Fig. 14. The measured RCSs (σ̂j), instead,667
are reported in Table VI and compared to the RCSs deriving668
from the electromagnetic model (σj). The angle ϕ is computed669
from the ship bearing provided with the AIS data. The freeboard670
height h, instead, is evaluated from the ship length according to671
the 1974 SOLAS Convention [37] because AIS data provide672
only ship length, width, and draught. The values of ϕ and h673
are shown in Table VI for each ship signature analyzed. All674
the other parameters involved in the electromagnetic model are675
either retrieved from the ancillary data of the SAR sensor (k676
and ϑ) or set equal to the mean value of the distribution func-677
tion shown in Table II. For each ship, the absolute (Ej) and the678
Fig. 15. HH intensity image of the ship signature highlighted in the green
rectangle in Fig. 14(b).
F15:1
F15:2
relative (ej) errors of measurement are computed according to 679
the following and reported in Table VI: 680
Ej = σj − σ̂j j = 1, 2, . . . , 8
ej =
σj − σ̂j
σj
j = 1, 2, . . . , 8.
(18)
Results highlight that the electromagnetic model always 681
underestimates the measured RCS on real SAR images. 682
In particular, the average absolute error of measurement is 683
−0.0646 m2, while the average relative error of measurement 684
is −0.4137 so, in other words, the model underestimates the 685
measured RCS of 1.5 dB on average. The discrepancy between 686
the model and the measured RCSs may be caused by the sim- 687
plified geometry of the canonical ship where no superimposed 688
structure is taken into account. 689
Outcomes also show that all the measured RCSs are included 690
in the FR identified in Section IV (σαl = 9.10 · 10−2m2 and 691
σ1−αu = 1.26 m
2). Therefore, the matching between the mea- 692
sured RCSs and the proposed ship model with the Gamma 693
distribution for the HH polarization can be considered suitable. 694
As a counter-example, a region of interest, highlighted with 695
a green rectangle [Fig. 14(b)], is selected in the second SAR 696
image. It represents the signature of a ship whose RCS is greater 697
than the upper bound of the FR chosen in the proposed model. 698
A zoom of the ship signature is shown in Fig. 15. Unfortunately, 699
AIS signal of this ship is not available and, therefore, it is not 700
possible to retrieve any information about the shape and the 701
size of the ship. However, from the analysis of Fig. 14, a big 702
mast (at the back) and some superimposed structures are clearly 703
identified. As already underlined in Section V-II, in this partic- 704
ular scenario, the electromagnetic model introduced leads to an 705
underestimation of the RCS because it is not able to describe 706
all the scattering mechanisms. The measured RCS is 3.21 m2 707
but, excluding the mast contribution from the evaluation of the 708
double-reflection contribution, the RCS is reduced to 1.07 m2, 709
thus falling in the selected FR of the model. 710
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS 711
In this paper, a novel model-based approach for the RCS 712
evaluation of a canonical ship has been presented. The best 713
pdfs have been identified for each polarization at X band 714
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within the hypotheses introduced on the input parameters of715
the model: the Gamma and the Weibull distribution are the pdfs716
which best approximate the simulated RCS data for the co- and717
cross-polarized channels, respectively (see Table V). The same718
analysis may also be performed at C and S band.719
The influence of an imperfect knowledge of the input param-720
eters on the retrieval of the RCS of the canonical ship has been721
evaluated through an error budget analysis: the proposed model722
is affected by the uncertainties on the freeboard height, the723
orientation angle (see Fig. 10), and the ratio of the roughness724
parameters (see Fig. 13), while it is robust respect to the uncer-725
tainty on the dielectric material composing the hull of the ship726
(see Figs. 11 and 12).727
In general, when a better knowledge on the input parame-728
ters is available, different distributions could be considered for729
them, leading to a different shape and distribution of the RCS730
values. For example, in specific areas characterized by high731
maritime traffic and/or geographical straits, ship routes may be732
more bounded. In these cases, the orientation angle can be more733
easily evaluated.734
Preliminary results are promising as a good match between735
the measured RCS on real SAR images and the theoretical736
RCS has been found on a good number of different ships. The737
hypotheses made, in order to work with a simplified model of738
the ship, may lead to an underestimation of the real RCS due to739
superimposed structures and evaluated to be 1.5 dB on average740
(see Section VI-II). However, this underestimation of the RCS741
is a minor issue in the SAR ship-detection algorithms mean-742
ing that such targets can only be more easily detectable in real743
scenarios.744
The model introduced is interesting especially in consid-745
eration of its applicability scenarios. The authors are already746
working at its inclusion in an SAR-based tool for ship detection.747
A likelihood-ratio test can indeed be performed at the detec-748
tor stage leading to an improvement of the overall performance749
(lower false alarm rate and higher probability of detection) of750
the algorithms.751
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A Model for the Backscattering From a Canonical
Ship in SAR Imagery
1
2
Pasquale Iervolino, Student Member, IEEE, Raffaella Guida, Member, IEEE, and Philip Whittaker3
Abstract—Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors represent4
one of the most effective means to support activities in the sec-5
tor of maritime surveillance. In the field of ship detection, many6
SAR-based algorithms have been proposed recently, but none of7
them has ever considered the electromagnetic aspects behind the8
interactions of SAR signals with the ship and surrounding waters,9
with the detection step and rate strongly influenced by relative10
thresholding techniques applied to the SAR amplitude or intensity11
image. This paper introduces a novel model to evaluate the radar12
cross section (RCS) backscattered from a canonical ship adapted,13
to the case at issue, from similar existing models developed for, and14
applied to, urban areas. The RCS is modeled using the Kirchhoff15
approximation (KA) within the geometrical optics (GO) solu-16
tion and, following some assumptions on the scene parameters,17
derived by empirical observations; its probability density function18
is derived for all polarizations. An analysis of the sensitiveness19
of the RCS to the uncertainty on the input scene parameters20
is then performed. The new model is validated on two different21
TerraSAR-X images acquired in November 2012 over the Solent22
area in the U.K.: the RCS relevant to several isolated ships is mea-23
sured and compared with the expected value deriving from the24
theoretical model here introduced. Results are widely discussed25
and ranges of applicability finally suggested.26
Index Terms—Electromagnetic modelling, radar cross-sections,27
radar detection, synthetic aperture radar (SAR).28
I. INTRODUCTION29
M ARITIME surveillance is a topic of great importance30 and growing interest during the recent years. It is esti-31
mated that oceans cover fully 70% of the Earth’s surface and32
support more than 80% of the global trade [1]. With regard33
to the European Union (EU), almost 90% of the external34
freight trade is seaborne, short sea shipping represents 40%35
on the intra-EU exchanges, and more than 400 million pas-36
sengers embark and disembark in European ports each year37
[2]. Looking at the U.K., 50% of the energy supplier is pro-38
vided by oil shipping. Moreover, Britain’s Sea Trade brings39
substantial revenue to the Treasury, with a projected value of40
700 billion by the end of 2017 [3]. In this context, the U.K.41
National Maritime Information Centre (NMIC) has the role to42
monitor and track maritime activity around the U.K. and areas43
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of national interest [4]. Furthermore, NMIC has to support both 44
government and industry decisions in time of need, enabling a 45
better understanding of maritime security issues [4]. 46
One of the main applications of the maritime surveillance is 47
the ship detection. In this context, there is a need for persistent 48
wide-area (global coverage) surveillance. The requirements, 49
which an identification system should provide, are: high prob- 50
ability of detection and low probability of false alarm; accurate 51
geo-locating; ship identification; and ability to operate in all 52
weather and day conditions [5]. 53
While there are several ways to monitor and track ships, there 54
is no single mean which can meet all the above requirements. 55
As part of the coastal-based surveillance systems, the automatic 56
identification system (AIS) represents nowadays the most used 57
technique. AIS systems were originally designed for safety rea- 58
sons and mainly for collision avoidance. They are basically 59
shipborne systems by which ships inform each other and the 60
coastal receivers about their position, course, speed, and name. 61
However, the system is able to cover up to only about 40 km off 62
the coast and obviously requires that the on-board AIS works 63
correctly [6]. The main drawbacks concerning land-based AIS 64
systems are limited spatial coverage, impossibility of berth- 65
to-berth tracking, and need for land-based means. In order to 66
overcome the limitation on the spatial coverage, it has been 67
recently demonstrated that AIS signals can be well received 68
using spaceborne systems [6]. The detection of the AIS signal 69
transmitted from a ship is possible in the entire radio visibility 70
range of a satellite equipped with an AIS payload. For exam- 71
ple, for a satellite at an altitude of 650 Km, the average field 72
of view is above 20 million square kilometers [6]. In 2011, a 73
SatAIS system was launched by the German Aerospace Centre 74
(DLR) to enable observations of worldwide ship movements by 75
means of AIS [6]. In the next couple of years, space agencies 76
are planning to launch further SatAIS payloads to enhance the 77
reception of AIS messages as the U.K. NovaSAR-S [7]. 78
A useful support to the ship identification techniques based 79
on AIS could be brought by synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 80
sensors. A spaceborne SAR can be considered a complemen- 81
tary means to the traditional ones, thanks to its peculiar ability 82
to acquire images independently from daylight, meteorological 83
conditions, and national borders. SAR sensors are very useful 84
in the detection of noncooperative ships and in the tracking of 85
small ships without AIS on-board [8]. Modern SAR sensors 86
offer wide spatial coverage and, if operated in constellation, 87
allow for a reduction in the revisit time and, consequently, a 88
better control of open sea areas. The main issue concerned with 89
spaceborne SAR sensors is the impossibility to identify ships, 90
1939-1404 © 2015 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution
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although high-resolution SAR (HR-SAR) and its submeter91
resolution can recognize at least the ship type [9].92
So far, traditional SAR ship-detection algorithms have been93
based on constant false alarm rate (CFAR) methods [10]: the94
sea background is characterized statistically and then the detec-95
tor looks for individual pixels (or small group of pixels) whose96
brightness values are statistically unusual [10]. A commonly97
used statistical model for CFAR detector is the Gaussian dis-98
tribution. This is often applicable according to the central limit99
theorem stating that the average of a large number of identically100
distributed random variables tends to have a Gaussian distribu-101
tion [11]. Obviously, the more independent the scatterers are in102
a resolution cell, the more adequate the Gaussian model is. With103
this underlying model, closed forms of CFAR ship-detection104
algorithms can be found with a substantial computational sav-105
ing compared to others based on different distributions [6], [11].106
In modern HRSARs, the spatial resolution is tremendously107
improved and, consequently, the number of independent scat-108
terers in the resolution cell is decreasing. In this framework, the109
Gaussian distribution is unlikely to stay the one which better110
models the sea clutter and, indeed, previous works prove that111
the K distribution and the Generalized Gamma distribution fit112
much better [12], [13]. Some CFAR algorithms compute the113
statistics of the sea clutter globally (defining, in turn, a global114
threshold), while others evaluate the clutter distribution param-115
eters locally to take into account the variability of the sea (and116
propose an adaptive threshold). The adaptive threshold algo-117
rithms are obviously less efficient in terms of computational118
load but, generally, present better performance than the Global119
Threshold algorithms [10].120
The main limitation of CFAR algorithms is that targets with121
intensity values very similar to those of sea clutter might not122
be detected; moreover, the parameters’ estimation distribution123
and the threshold definition are computationally expensive pro-124
cedures for non-Gaussian models. A different ship-detection125
approach relies on the subaperture decomposition where no126
assumption about the sea background is needed [14]–[17]. The127
detection is performed based on the different behaviors of tar-128
gets and clutters regarding the sublook coherence: the original129
SAR image is decomposed into sublooks (generally between130
two and four) and then the coherence index between the differ-131
ent sublook images is computed. The random behavior of the132
sea clutter makes the coherence of its pixels close to 0, while, on133
the other hand, the targets present a more deterministic behavior134
and a coherence index closer to 1. In this way, the signal-to-135
clutter ratio can be increased up to 2 dB [14]. Consequently,136
from one hand, the targets can be detected easily, but, from137
the other hand, the spatial resolution is reduced depending on138
the number of subapertures employed [14]. In [17], the spatial139
resolution loss is reduced by computing the cross-correlation140
over partially overlapping subapertures (30%). In [18] and141
[19], instead, a novel prescreening algorithm, based on the142
Wavelet Transform (WT), is presented. This approach shows143
some similarities with the subaperture method. The WT stud-144
ies a complex phenomenon dividing it into different simpler145
pieces by projecting the input signal in a particular function146
space (wavelet space). In this way, the WT is able to char-147
acterize the local regularity of the signal: the existence of148
discontinuities in the original images produces large wavelet 149
coefficients, while homogeneous areas, on the contrary, present 150
small coefficients [18]. In [20] and [22], instead, polarimet- 151
ric analyses are employed to detect ship targets over the sea 152
clutter pointing out that, generally, SAR polarimetry improves 153
ship-detection performance. 154
In all the papers cited, the modeling of the ship, whether sta- 155
tistical or analytical, is generally neglected to keep the overall 156
model simple. As a consequence, the detector may result in a 157
higher false-alarm rate [10] since intrinsic properties of a ship, 158
such as its peculiar way to backscatter the transmitted signal, 159
are completely ignored. An extremely simple model for the ship 160
backscattering is introduced in [23] and more recently exploited 161
in [24] to build a generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT). 162
The model assumes that the ship pixels are independent and 163
Gaussian distributed. No evidence is provided to support this 164
assumption and the same distribution is employed for both the 165
sea clutter and the ship but with a different standard deviation. 166
In [11], instead, the authors show that the overall ship- 167
detection performance improves with the inclusion of a 168
proper scattering evaluation block in the detection chain, 169
where the electromagnetic field backscattered from a canon- 170
ical ship is considered for the first time and used to reject 171
nonparallelepiped-like targets to improve the final detection 172
performance. 173
In this paper, a complete statistical and analytical evalu- 174
ation of the most representative backscattering contributions 175
from canonical ship-sea configurations is presented and tested 176
on spaceborne SAR imagery. The work leads to the identifi- 177
cation of a suitable statistical distribution to characterize the 178
backscattering return from a ship within certain assumptions. 179
In future, the retrieved distribution can be employed to build 180
a GLRT-based detector and improve the performance of SAR 181
ship-detection algorithms by considering the model for both the 182
ship and the sea clutter. 183
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the elec- 184
tromagnetic model characterizing the different scattering con- 185
tributions of the canonical ship is presented. In Section III, the 186
canonical ship model is derived and its distribution is shown 187
for all combinations of transmitted/received polarizations. The 188
goodness-of-fit (GoF) test is performed in Section IV to derive 189
the best distribution in modeling the radar cross section (RCS) 190
relevant to the double scattering from the ship. In Section V, 191
the analysis of the sensitiveness of the RCS to the errors on the 192
knowledge of the model parameters is presented. In Section VI, 193
the proposed model is validated on actual spaceborne SAR 194
images. Finally, in Section VII, some concluding remarks are 195
reported. 196
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL 197
The modeling of the electromagnetic field backscattered 198
from ships is still poorly considered in ship-detection algo- 199
rithms, mainly because of the natural complexity behind a reli- 200
able model. This section aims to show that the scenario ship sea 201
has many similarities with urban settlements for which scatter- 202
ing models have been introduced, and successfully inverted, in 203
the last years for different kinds of applications, see [25]–[27]. 204
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Fig. 1. (a) Optical photo of a real cargo ship (Celtic Fortune). (b) 3-D model of the canonical ship drawn in AUTOCAD environment.F1:1
Actually, it is even simpler to model in some situations as, e.g.,205
multiple scattering due to the interaction of the backscattered206
signal with other ships does not arise in open ocean.207
Moreover, the isolation of ships makes their backscattering208
contributions easier to detect in SAR images. With regard to209
the nonstationarity of the target and the dynamic scenery in210
which it is placed, from the literature, it is well known that211
the motion effects of both capillary and gravitational waves, as212
well as the possible motion of the ship itself, lead to a change213
in the Doppler frequencies resulting in azimuth image shift and214
smearing [10]. For example, as a consequence of its motion, a215
ship appears shifted along the azimuth direction in the focused216
SAR image, far from the position of its wake. However, the217
study of these undesired effects, and their inclusion in the model218
here being proposed, is at the moment a challenge (see [28])219
and led the authors to assume the ocean surface stationary and220
the ship still. These assumptions will simplify the following221
analysis without invalidating the model as, essentially, the com-222
position of the signal backscattered from a canonical ship does223
not change. These considerations brought the authors to recon-224
sider the scattering models introduced in [25] and, after proper225
modification, adapt them to this new scenario. In addition, fur-226
ther assumptions about the canonical shape and size of the ship227
are made to reduce the complexity of the problem.228
1) The ship is a perfect parallelepiped (hence, superimposed229
structures and tips are ignored).230
2) Its hull is completely smooth.231
3) Its dimensions are much larger than the working radar232
wavelength.233
Moreover, we suppose that the ships are isolated (i.e., in234
open ocean and far from other ships), so that multiple scatter-235
ing does not arise. We also neglect any diffraction effects. The236
diffraction contributions are due to the finite dimensions of the237
scattering surfaces (in this case, the ship hull); hence, they can238
be modeled as contributions from horizontal and vertical edges239
of the ship. Since the ships dimensions are very large in terms240
of wavelength in high regime frequency, edge diffractions are241
expected to be small with respect to the other reflection contri-242
butions (single and multiple scattering), and errors caused by243
neglecting diffractions are certainly smaller than those caused244
by simplifying hypotheses on the ship geometry [25].245
Within these hypotheses, a real cargo such as the Celtic246
Fortune in Fig. 1(a) would be more easily modeled with a247
parallelepiped-like canonical ship forming a perfect dihedral248
Fig. 2. Cut at constant azimuth of the scene showing composition of different
contributions in the SAR image with ϑ the radar look angle. Model drawn in
AUTOCAD environment.
F2:1
F2:2
F2:3
with the sea surface, as the one in Fig. 1(b) drawn with 249
AUTOCAD software. However, the deviation of the angle 250
formed by sea and ship from the right angle of a perfect dihedral 251
is here assumed negligible (as it happens in many real cases). 252
The canonical ship is regarded as a metallic object which 253
is decomposed by using a series of rectangular facets. 254
Consequently, the total component field can be obtained with 255
a vectorial summation of all integral radiation on each facet 256
[29]. In addition, the computation of the RCS of large and com- 257
plex targets involves scattering mechanisms of different orders 258
[30]. The corresponding contributions on a SAR image can 259
be mapped or pictorially represented knowing the elementary 260
shape of the ship and some radar parameters. In Fig. 2, where 261
the illumination comes from the left side and ϑ is the radar 262
look angle, the different scattering contributions are shown for 263
a canonical ship. According to [26] and [31], scanning the 264
image from near-to-far range at constant azimuth, the follow- 265
ing contributions are expected to be found: first, the layover 266
area (single scattering mechanism from the top and lateral side 267
of the ship plus single scattering from the sea), followed by the 268
double-reflection contribution (located in the vertex O), then 269
the single scattering from the top together with the triple scat- 270
tering (from vertex O to vertex A), the single scattering from the 271
top alone and, finally, the dark shadow area [31]. It has already 272
been demonstrated in [11] that such a geometrical model is a 273
good discriminator between man-made objects over the sea of 274
different shapes. 275
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In order to consider an analytical, closed-form expression for276
the different scattering contributions, some further assumptions277
are made.278
1) The sea clutter is modeled via a Gaussian stochastic279
process with Gaussian autocorrelation function (how-280
ever, more involved stochastic processes can be easily281
considered in the following derivation [32]).282
2) The water is considered infinitively deep, still in terms of283
working wavelength, so that multiple bounces do not arise284
from beneath the water surface [27].285
Within these hypotheses and using the Kirchhoff approxi-286
mation (KA), it is possible to evaluate the scattered field at287
each bounce with physical optic (PO) or geometrical optic288
(GO) solutions according to the sea roughness. In particular,289
PO approximation is applied if kσdev  1, where k is the radar290
wavenumber and σdev is the standard deviation describing the291
stochastic process of the sea. Vice versa, if kσdev  1, GO292
approximation is applied [25]–[27].293
Since all the double-reflection rays present the same time294
delay [31], the double reflection is the dominant scattering con-295
tribution. The triple and single scattering contributions, instead,296
are mixed each other and they are not easily detectable on297
the SAR images. For these reasons, the following analysis is298
limited to the double-reflection contribution. For the sake of299
simplicity, the final formulations of the RCS, already com-300
puted in [25], are here reported for both GO–PO and GO–GO301
approximations. For the GO–PO, the RCS is given by302
σ = h|Spq|2l tanϑ cosϕ exp
(−4k2σ2devcos2ϑ)
×
∞∑
m=1
(2kσdev cosϑ)
2m
m!
k2L2
4m
exp
[
− (2kLsinϕsinϑ)
2
4m
]
.
(1)
Alternatively, for the GO–GO, the RCS is given by303
σ=
h|Spq|2l tanϑ cosϕ
(
1+tan2ϑsin2ϕ
)
exp
[
− tan2ϑsin2ϕ
2σ2dev(2/L2)
]
8π2σ2dev (2/L
2) cos2ϑ
.
(2)
In (1) and (2), σ represents the RCS relevant to the double-304
reflection contribution; Spq is the generic element of the scat-305
tering matrix with p and q standing for horizontal H, or vertical306
V polarization, respectively; l is the length of the portion of the307
ship belonging to the resolution cell, assuming the ship length308
larger than the SAR spatial resolution; σdev and L are the stan-309
dard deviation and the correlation length, respectively, of the310
stochastic process representing the sea clutter; ϕ is the angle311
between the sensor line of flight and the ship hull to the water312
surface; ϑ is the SAR look angle and h is the portion of the313
ship height forming the dihedral surface between the sea and the314
ship hull. In nautical terms, the latter is also known as freeboard315
and represents the distance from the waterline to the upper deck316
of the ship. The distance between the waterline and the bottom317
of the hull, instead, is known as draught [33]. However, due to318
the hypothesis e), the draught does not contribute to the double319
scattering [(1) and (2)] and is therefore neglected in the follow-320
ing. The freeboard and the draught of a ship are, finally, shown321
in Fig. 3.322
Fig. 3. Side look of a ship where the freeboard and draught are highlighted. F3:1
In (1) and (2), Spq depends on the dielectric constant of the 323
sea (εSW ), the dielectric constant of the hull (εHULL), ϕ, ϑ, 324
k, and the Fresnel coefficient according to the polarization of 325
the propagating wave. The equations to compute Spq , for both 326
GO–GO and GO–PO solutions and for each polarization, are 327
reported in [25]. 328
In the next section, some assumptions on the parameters 329
involved in the electromagnetic model are made to model 330
the distribution of the RCS values for the double-reflection 331
contribution. 332
III. COMPUTATION OF THE RCS DISTRIBUTION 333
In order to compute the RCS relevant to the double-reflection 334
contribution, the parameters involved in (1) and (2) have to 335
be known. Unfortunately, this a priori knowledge is not com- 336
pletely available. Only some parameters are a priori known (the 337
radar look angle and the wavelength), others can be retrieved 338
directly either from the SAR image (the sea roughness parame- 339
ters) or from the literature (dielectric constant of the sea), while 340
for the remaining ones (the orientation angle, the dielectric con- 341
stant of the hull, and the freeboard height), suitable probability 342
distribution functions can be estimated bringing, in turn, to a 343
probability density function for the RCS too. 344
Due to the wind, the sea surface is never completely smooth 345
and presents several capillary waves [28]. For this reason, the 346
GO–GO approximation has been chosen and is the unique 347
solution being analyzed in the following. 348
A. Estimation of the Input Parameters 349
As anticipated, some parameters are a priori known. In par- 350
ticular, ϑ and k can be retrieved from the ancillary data of the 351
SAR sensor, while εSW is computed according to the model 352
presented in [34] where the real (ε′SW ) and the imaginary 353
(ε′′SW ) part of the saline water are given by 354
ε′SW = εSW∞ +
εSW0 − εSW∞
1 + (2πfτSW )
2
ε′′SW =
2πfτSW (εSW0 − εSW∞)
1 + (2πfτSW )
2 +
σSW
2πε0f
(3)
where f is the working frequency, ε0 is the permittivity of free 355
space, εSW∞ is a constant equal to 4.9, σSW (S) is the con- 356
ductivity of the sea depending on the salinity S, εSW0 (T, S) 357
and τSW (S, T ) are quantities depending on both the salinity 358
S and the sea temperature T . The average information about 359
the salinity and the temperature of the North Sea (where the 360
datasets used in this study were acquired) are retrieved from 361
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TABLE IT1:1
RELATIVE COMPLEX DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS (εReq ) OF THE SHIP
MATERIALS AT S (3.2 GHZ), C (5.4 GHZ),
AND X (9.6 GHZ) BANDS
T1:2
T1:3
T1:4
[35]: T = 19 ◦C and S = 35%. At X band (9.65 GHz), the362
resulting dielectric constant of the sea is363
εSW = ε
′
SW + jε
′′
SW = 71.82− j37.78. (4)
The roughness parameters (σdev/L) can be estimated,364
instead, by minimizing the absolute error between the RCS (rel-365
evant to the single scattering from the sea) of the sea surface366
measured on the SAR images and the expected RCS within the367
GO solution, as shown in [36].368
With regard to the angle ϕ, the authors assume to work in the369
worst-case scenario where the orientation angle can be retrieved370
neither from the ship signature nor from a visible wake. This371
consideration drives the choice of describing the angle ϕ sta-372
tistically as uniformly distributed between 0◦ and 45◦ [ϕ ∼373
U (0; 45)]. Obviously, when the heading angle is greater than374
45◦, one side of the hull will always present an angle with375
the projection of the sensor on the sea smaller than 45◦ and,376
consequently, ϕ ∼ U (0; 45) takes into account all the possible377
scenarios.378
The range of values for the freeboard height is selected379
according to the amendments of the 1974 SOLAS Convention380
which regulates the freeboard of the ships of 24-m length or381
more [37]. Ships are divided into two categories (Type A and382
Type B) and for each ship length (from 24 to 365 m), the free-383
board is provided. Freeboard values are included between 0.2384
and 5.3 m, [37]. Having the latter as the only available infor-385
mation about the size of the ship, h is consequently selected386
which is uniformly distributed between 0.2 and 5.3 m [h ∼387
U (0.2; 5.3)m].388
The dielectric constant of the hull is chosen by performing389
a weighted average of several dielectric constants of materials390
which mainly compose the structure of a ship. First of all, it is391
assumed that the canonical ship is made mostly of steel (with a392
percentage uniformly distributed between 60% and 90%, values393
based on authors’ empirical evaluations) and for the remaining394
part of a mixture (equally distributed) of glass, aluminum, and395
fused silica. Within these hypotheses, εHULL can be computed396
as already done in [27] and [38]397
εHULL = pεst +
q
3
(εa + εg + εsi) (5)
where p ∼ U (0.6; 0.9), q = 1− p and εst, εa, εg , and εsi are398
the complex relative dielectric constant of steel, aluminum,399
glass, and fused silica, respectively. Their values are listed in400
Table I at S, C, and X bands, according to [38] and [39].401
In Table II, the way to estimate all the parameters, needed to402
compute the RCS in (2), is summarized.403
TABLE II T2:1
ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS NEEDED TO COMPUTE THE RCS OF
THE SHIP
T2:2
T2:3
Fig. 4. Histogram of the RCS values relevant to the double-reflection contri-
bution for HH polarization at X band in m2 at the top (mean = 0.24 m2 and
std = 0.30 m2) and in dBsm at the bottom.
F4:1
F4:2
F4:3
B. Distribution of the RCS Values 404
Once all parameters are estimated or statistically modeled, 405
the RCS relevant to the double-reflection contribution of the 406
canonical ship can be modeled too. Equation (2) has been 407
implemented using a MATLAB script with 106 samples for 408
each polarization (HH, V, and HV). In Fig. 4, the histograms 409
of the RCS values in m2 and dBsm are shown for HH polar- 410
ization at X band (9.65 GHz). Similarly, in Figs. 5 and 6, the 411
histograms for the VV and HV polarizations are reported. 412
The greatest values of the RCS are obtained when the 413
freeboard is high and when the ship is parallel or near parallel 414
to the SAR flight direction (low ϕ angle). Instead, when the 415
freeboard is small or the angle ϕ great, the RCS is reduced 416
severely resulting in missing targets in ship-detection algo- 417
rithms. All the assumptions made on the input parameters make 418
the canonical ship a heterogeneous target and this is witnessed 419
by the large standard deviation (compared to the mean value) 420
of the RCS, as reported in Figs. 4–6. HH and VV distributions 421
are quite similar in shape, mean, and standard deviation, while 422
the HV distribution presents values three orders of magnitude 423
smaller. This is why, according to the model presented in 424
literature [25], the RCS relevant to the double-reflection line 425
of the cross-polarized channel is much weaker due to the 426
scattering coefficient SHV being proportional to sin2ϕ. As 427
a consequence, there is no cross-polarized double-reflection 428
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Fig. 5. Histogram of the RCS values relevant to the double-reflection contri-
bution for VV polarization at X band in m2 at the top (mean = 0.18 m2 and
std = 0.24 m2) and in dBsm at the bottom.
F5:1
F5:2
F5:3
Fig. 6. Histogram of the RCS values relevant to the double-reflection contribu-
tion for HV polarization at X band in m2 at the top (mean = 4.4 10−4 m2
and std = 3.7 10−4 m2) and in dBsm at the bottom.
F6:1
F6:2
F6:3
component in the case of an ideal dihedral perfectly aligned429
with the sensor azimuth direction (ϕ = 0). Furthermore, in430
many real cases, when ϕ = 0, the double reflection component431
may be lower than the noise floor level and undetectable on432
SAR images. However, it has been demonstrated that on real433
SAR images, the RCS relevant to the cross-polarized channels434
is not negligible and can be useful to improve the performance435
of the SAR detectors [10], [20]. For these reasons, and for the436
sake of completeness, the authors have added here also the437
results relative to the cross-polarized channel.438
Similar distributions can be computed also at C and S bands.439
In the next section, the distributions retrieved at X band are440
compared, for each polarization, with standard distributions to441
find the best-fitting distribution.442
TABLE III T3:1
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS T3:2
IV. GOF TEST 443
In this section, the probability distribution function (pdf) and 444
the cumulative distribution function (cdf) for each polarization 445
(HH, VV, and HV) are compared to those ones of standard 446
distributions. In particular, the Inverse Gaussian, the G0, the 447
Gamma, the Rayleigh, and the Weibull distributions, [40], [41], 448
are analyzed. The pdfs of all the aforementioned distributions 449
are reported in Table III. 450
The parameters of all the distributions (except those of the 451
G0 distribution) are estimated through the maximum likelihood 452
method and using the MATLAB mle function. The shape (αˆ) 453
and the scale (γˆ) parameters of the G0 distribution, instead, are 454
estimated through the mixed estimator method introduced in 455
[41], according to the following equations: 456
Q =
2√
π
(
αˆ
√
0.5− 1
)0.5 Γ (−αˆ)
Γ (−αˆ− 0.5)
γˆ =
4
π
m21
(
Γ (−αˆ)
Γ (−αˆ− 0.5)
)2 (6)
where Q is the median of σ/E [σ], m1 is the first σ moment, 457
and Γ (·) is the gamma function. 458
In Figs. 7–9, the pdfs and the cdfs are shown for all the 459
aforementioned distributions and compared with the histogram 460
data at X band for HH, VV, and HV polarization, respectively. 461
It is possible to note that the distribution with one parameter 462
(Rayleigh, plotted in cyan) is not able to fit the heterogene- 463
ity of the data for all polarizations. The best fittings, instead, 464
are obtained using the Gamma (in purple) and the Weibull 465
(in green) for all the distributions. In order to verify if and 466
how well these distributions approximate the histograms of 467
the RCS data, a GoF test has been performed. In Table IV, 468
the χ2 GoF test [42] is performed considering a significance 469
level of 5% for all the distributions for each polarization and, 470
consequently, the p value is computed. The test is passed if 471
p ≥ 0.05. 472
From the analysis of the results in Table IV, the Gamma dis- 473
tribution results the best-fitting distribution for the copolarized 474
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Fig. 7. Comparison of pdfs and cdfs at X band for the HH polarization.F7:1
Fig. 8. Comparison of pdfs and cdfs at X band for the VV polarization.F8:1
channels where a p value of 52.54% and 39.01% is obtained for475
HH and VV polarizations, respectively. No other distribution476
passes the χ2 GoF test. In the cross-polarized channel (HV),477
the Gamma distribution still passes the test (p = 10.03%), but478
it is no longer the best distribution. The Weibull distribution479
indeed presents a higher p value (63.15%), while all the other480
distributions fail the test at the same way as the copolarized481
channels.482
Once the best-fitting distribution is found, a fidelity483
region (FR) may be chosen. The FR represents the interval484
[σαl ;σ1−αu ] of the most probable σ values. In particular, σαl485
and σ1−αu represent the percentile (αl)th and (1− αu)th of486
σ. In formula487
αl: Pr (σ ≤ σαl) = Fσ (σαl) = αl
1− αu: Pr (σ ≤ σ1−αu) = Fσ (σ1−αu) = 1− αu
(7)
Fig. 9. Comparison of pdfs and cdfs at X band for the HV polarization. F9:1
TABLE IV T4:1
P VALUE (%) RELATIVE TO THE χ2 GOF TEST AT X BAND FOR EACH
POLARIZATION
T4:2
T4:3
Where Fσ (·) is the cdf of σ. In particular, the lower threshold 488
can be chosen according to the sensitivity of the SAR antenna 489
and it can be set 3dB greater than the system noise equivalent 490
sigma zero (NESZ). In formula 491
Pr
(
σ0 ≤ NESZ + 3) = Fσ0 (NESZ + 3) (8)
where σ0 is the normalized RCS and it is linked to σ by the 492
flowing [43]: 493
σ0 =
σ
ΔxΔr/sinϑ
(9)
where Δx and Δr are the spatial resolution in azimuth and slant 494
range, respectively. 495
For example, by considering the distribution of the RCS 496
values at X band and HH polarization, choosing the Gamma 497
distribution to approximate the RCS data, assuming a typical 498
NESZ = −23 dB for the TerraSAR-X platform [44] and setting 499
αu = 0.01, it results that σαl = 9.10 · 10−2m2 and σ1−αu = 500
1.26 m2 and, consequently, FR =
[
9.10 · 10−2; 1.26]m2. 501
Different choices may be suggested to set the lower and upper 502
thresholds. However, as a general guideline, the authors advice 503
to perform a sharper cut to the lower tail because, in that region 504
of RCS values, the sea clutter and the SAR azimuth ambiguities 505
are normally included. 506
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V. UNCERTAINTY ON INPUT PARAMETERS AND MODEL507
INACCURACY508
In this section, the accuracy of the RCS relevant to the509
double-reflection contribution from (2) is analyzed. According510
to the proposed model, the error sources are the uncertainty on511
the knowledge of the input parameters and the inaccuracy of the512
model itself in describing all the details of a complex reflecting513
object as a ship.514
A. Uncertainty on Input Parameters515
With regard to (2), the parameters that are a priori known516
(ϑ and k) and retrieved from the literature (εSW ) are not con-517
sidered as sources of error. Vice versa, the uncertainty on the518
estimated value σ of the unknown parameters (h, ϕ and εHULL)519
and the parameters that are measured directly on the SAR520
images (σdev/L) is considered in the following, where each521
source of error is regarded separately from the other ones.522
Let us first consider the uncertainty Δσ on the estimated523
value σ, caused by an uncertainty Δh on h524
Δσ =
∣∣∣∣∂σ∂h
∣∣∣∣Δh = σhΔh ⇒ Δσσ = Δhh . (10)
Equation (10) suggests that the relative uncertainty on σ is525
equal to the relative uncertainty on h; in other words, if h has526
been estimated with a certain error, the computed σ will present527
an error of the same order.528
As regards the uncertainties on ϕ and εHULL, instead, deriv-529
ing their analytical expressions is less useful. Precisely, even530
if the relative derivatives can still be computed, the retrieved531
analytical expression would be so involved that useful consid-532
erations about the influence on σ estimation could not be carried533
on. For this reason, the analytical expressions in closed form of534
the errors have not been computed, but they have been evaluated535
with the support of a MATLAB code. For the sake of brevity,536
the authors report here only the graphical representation of the537
results. In the MATLAB code employed, the a priori known538
parameters, σdev/L, and εSW are set according to the indica-539
tions in Table II and the radar parameters of the datasets that540
will be introduced in the next section. The unknown parame-541
ters, instead, are set equal to their mean values according to the542
distribution functions reported in Table II.543
Again, considering the uncertainty on the orientation angle544
ϕ, it can be written as545
Δσ =
∣∣∣∣∂σ∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣Δϕ. (11)
In Fig. 10,
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂ϕ ∣∣∣ is shown at X band for HH, VV, and546
HV polarizations. Copolarized channels present the worst case547
when ϕ is about 15◦, where even a minimum error on the548
knowledge of the orientation angle results in a completely549
wrong estimation of the RCS. The best range of value, instead,550
is included between ϕ = 35◦ and ϕ = 45◦ where a nonperfect551
knowledge of the orientation angle does not affect the esti-552
mation of the RCS. It is important to underline that, in this553
same range, the performances of the ship-detection algorithm554
Fig. 10. Plots of the uncertainty relative to the angle ϕ for each polarization at
X band.
F10:1
F10:2
are worse because most of the incidence radiation from SAR 555
is reflected in the specular direction and, consequently, the 556
ship could appear as dark as the sea clutter in the final SAR 557
image. The cross-polarized channel, instead, presents two rela- 558
tive maxima (when ϕ = 10◦ and ϕ = 30◦), while the best case 559
is represented by ships with orientation angle around 20◦. 560
The analysis concerning the dielectric constant of the hull 561
is divided into two parts to consider separately the permittiv- 562
ity and the conductivity. The permittivity is supposed to be 563
unknown in the first part, and the conductivity is supposed 564
to be unknown in the second one, as already done in [26]. 565
However, a general equation can be derived for the uncertainty 566
Δσ based on the uncertainty on the permittivity/conductivity of 567
εHULL 568
Δσ =
∣∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx
∣∣∣∣Δεx (12)
where εx is the real or the imaginary part of εHULL accord- 569
ing to the case at issue. In Figs. 11 and 12,
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx ∣∣∣ is shown 570
at X band for HH, VV, and HV polarizations for the real 571
and the imaginary part of εHULL, respectively. In Fig. 12, the 572
plot is given in semi-logarithmic scale due to the wide vari- 573
ability in the imaginary part of εHULL. From the analysis of 574
the real part of the dielectric constant (Fig. 11), the range of 575
variability of
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx ∣∣∣is several orders of magnitude smaller than 576
the mean value of σ as it appears in the plots of Figs. 4–6 for 577
each polarization. Consequently, the influence from a nonper- 578
fect knowledge of the hull permittivity is negligible for any 579
ship. Moving to the imaginary part of the dielectric constant 580
(Fig. 12), similar considerations can be drawn. The term
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx ∣∣∣ 581
presents remarkable variations for small values of the imaginary 582
part of εHULL, but it approaches 0 for Im (εHULL) > 103 for 583
both co- and cross-polarized channels. As a consequence, since 584
the Im (εHULL) of the metals is much greater than 103 (as it 585
is shown in Table I), the uncertainty relative to an imperfect 586
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Fig. 11. Plots of the uncertainty relative to the real part of the dielectric constant
of the hull εHULL for each polarization at X band.
F11:1
F11:2
Fig. 12. Plots of the uncertainty relative to the imaginary part of the dielectric
constant of the hull εHULL for each polarization at X band.
F12:1
F12:2
knowledge of the conductivity is null if the ship is mostly made587
by metal, hypothesis certainly verified in many real cases.588
Let us finally consider the uncertainty Δσ on the estimated589
value σ, caused by an uncertainty Δ(σdev/L) on the roughness590
ratio σdev/L591
Δσ =
∣∣∣∣ ∂σ∂ (σdev/L)
∣∣∣∣ΔσdevL . (13)
In Fig. 13, the term
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂(σdev/L) ∣∣∣ is shown at X band for HH,592
VV, and HV polarizations, respectively. The trend of the func-593
tion and the position of the relative minima and maxima are594
exactly the same for all the polarizations because the difference595
in polarization is given by the term Spq , which represents only a596
scale factor for the derivative
∣∣∣ ∂σ∂(σdev/L) ∣∣∣. The uncertainty Δσ597
tends to zero when the sea surface is smooth (σdev/L → 0) and598
when the sea surface is extremely rough (σdev/L → ∞). The599
Fig. 13. Plots of the uncertainty relative to the roughness ratio σdev/L for each
polarization at X band.
F13:1
F13:2
TABLE V T5:1
SAR IMAGES ACQUISITION PARAMETERS T5:2
worst case occurs when σdev/L = 0.10, while the best case 600
occurs when σdev/L = 0.16. 601
Finally, it is possible to write down the total uncertainty 602
Δσtot on the estimated value σ for all the sources of error 603
Δσtot=
∣∣∣∣∂σ∂h
∣∣∣∣Δh+∣∣∣∣∂σ∂ϕ
∣∣∣∣ϕ+∣∣∣∣ ∂σ∂εx
∣∣∣∣Δεx+∣∣∣∣ ∂σ∂ (σdev/L)
∣∣∣∣ΔσdevL .
(14)
Obviously, for the considerations carried out from Figs. 11 604
and 12, the third term of (14) can be neglected and, there- 605
fore, the only sources of uncertainty are the freeboard h, the 606
orientation angle ϕ, and the ratio of the roughness parameters 607
σdev/L. 608
B. Model Inaccuracy 609
In this section, the errors on the RCS due to approximations 610
on the shape of the canonical ship are analyzed. The simple 611
basic parallelepiped model assumed for the ship (described in 612
Section II) is certainly a valuable starting basis, but it is not able 613
to describe all the scattering mechanisms which occur in a real 614
scenario. 615
Neglecting the superimposed structures of a ship (ship upper 616
decks and masts), e.g., leads to an underestimation of the 617
dihedral surface, which contributes to the double-reflection 618
mechanism, with a consequent underestimation of the final 619
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Fig. 14. HH intensity SAR image of the Isle of Wight in the slant range (r-axis)/azimuth (x-axis) plane acquired by the TerraSAR-X sensor on (a) 9th November
and (b) 12th November. In both images, the red rectangles enclose the ship signatures with available AIS data. The green rectangle includes the signature of a ship
which does not fulfill the proposed model.
F14:1
F14:2
F14:3
TABLE VIT6:1
RCSS MEASURED ON REAL SAR IMAGES COMPARED TO THE RCSS COMPUTED FROM THE ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELT6:2
RCS. Depending on the dimensions (length and heights) of620
masts and decks and the orientation angle of the ships, these621
contributions may be more or less relevant. In addition, the622
same superimposed structures may also originate strong trihe-623
dral reflection mechanisms [30] with an even worse estimation.624
Finally, a way to assess the inaccuracies deriving from the625
employment of the simplified ship model is provided in the next626
section, where the proposed model is compared with the RCS 627
of several ships measured on real SAR images. 628
VI. VALIDATION RESULTS 629
The model proposed for the RCS of a canonical ship is 630
tested on two different TerraSAR-X images acquired over the 631
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Solent area (the channel between the Isle of Wight and the632
Portsmouth’s harbor), in the south of the U.K., in November633
2012. The acquisition parameters of the two Stripmap images634
are reported in Table V.635
Before processing the images, the absolute calibration is per-636
formed to minimize the radiometry differences and to compare637
the images [44]. The pixels intensities are scaled according to638
the following formula [44]:639
σ0 = ks|DN |2sinθ −NESZ (15)
where ks is the absolute calibration factor, |DN | is the ampli-640
tude of each pixel, and NESZ is the NESZ of the SAR system.641
Both ks and NESZ are provided with the ancillary data of the642
images. In Fig. 14, the intensity of the SAR images is shown643
in the slant range/azimuth plane. Some AIS data from [45] are644
collected and used as ground truth to validate the electromag-645
netic model proposed. However, the available ground truth is646
not complete since more ship signatures are clearly detectable647
from both SAR images [11]. The RCS relevant to the double-648
reflection contribution of eight ships (four from the first SAR649
image and four from the second one) is measured on the SAR650
image by averaging the intensity of the double-reflection line,651
as already performed in [25] and [27]. In formula652
σ̂j =
1
Nj
Nj∑
i=1
σ̂ij j = 1, 2, . . . , 8 (16)
where σ̂j is the RCS of the jth ship, σ̂ij is the intensity of the653
ith pixel of the double-reflection contribution of the jth ship,654
and Nj is the number of resolution cells in the double-reflection655
line relative to the jth ship (Nj = lsj/Δx where lsj is the length656
of the jth ship). The mean operation let us mitigate the overall657
contributions of the superimposed structures leading to a less658
relevant underestimation of the RCS.659
The measured RCS is affected by speckle noise and it is660
possible to evaluate the relative uncertainty Δ σ̂ [25], [26]661
Δσ̂ ≤ σ̂j√
Nj
j = 1, 2, . . . , 8. (17)
In (17), σ̂j√
Nj
represents the uncertainty in the worst case662
of fully developed speckle where each contribution is indepen-663
dent from the others (a collection of random variables that are664
independent and identically distributed).665
The signatures of the eight ships under test are highlighted666
by red rectangles in Fig. 14. The measured RCSs (σ̂j), instead,667
are reported in Table VI and compared to the RCSs deriving668
from the electromagnetic model (σj). The angle ϕ is computed669
from the ship bearing provided with the AIS data. The freeboard670
height h, instead, is evaluated from the ship length according to671
the 1974 SOLAS Convention [37] because AIS data provide672
only ship length, width, and draught. The values of ϕ and h673
are shown in Table VI for each ship signature analyzed. All674
the other parameters involved in the electromagnetic model are675
either retrieved from the ancillary data of the SAR sensor (k676
and ϑ) or set equal to the mean value of the distribution func-677
tion shown in Table II. For each ship, the absolute (Ej) and the678
Fig. 15. HH intensity image of the ship signature highlighted in the green
rectangle in Fig. 14(b).
F15:1
F15:2
relative (ej) errors of measurement are computed according to 679
the following and reported in Table VI: 680
Ej = σj − σ̂j j = 1, 2, . . . , 8
ej =
σj − σ̂j
σj
j = 1, 2, . . . , 8.
(18)
Results highlight that the electromagnetic model always 681
underestimates the measured RCS on real SAR images. 682
In particular, the average absolute error of measurement is 683
−0.0646 m2, while the average relative error of measurement 684
is −0.4137 so, in other words, the model underestimates the 685
measured RCS of 1.5 dB on average. The discrepancy between 686
the model and the measured RCSs may be caused by the sim- 687
plified geometry of the canonical ship where no superimposed 688
structure is taken into account. 689
Outcomes also show that all the measured RCSs are included 690
in the FR identified in Section IV (σαl = 9.10 · 10−2m2 and 691
σ1−αu = 1.26 m
2). Therefore, the matching between the mea- 692
sured RCSs and the proposed ship model with the Gamma 693
distribution for the HH polarization can be considered suitable. 694
As a counter-example, a region of interest, highlighted with 695
a green rectangle [Fig. 14(b)], is selected in the second SAR 696
image. It represents the signature of a ship whose RCS is greater 697
than the upper bound of the FR chosen in the proposed model. 698
A zoom of the ship signature is shown in Fig. 15. Unfortunately, 699
AIS signal of this ship is not available and, therefore, it is not 700
possible to retrieve any information about the shape and the 701
size of the ship. However, from the analysis of Fig. 14, a big 702
mast (at the back) and some superimposed structures are clearly 703
identified. As already underlined in Section V-II, in this partic- 704
ular scenario, the electromagnetic model introduced leads to an 705
underestimation of the RCS because it is not able to describe 706
all the scattering mechanisms. The measured RCS is 3.21 m2 707
but, excluding the mast contribution from the evaluation of the 708
double-reflection contribution, the RCS is reduced to 1.07 m2, 709
thus falling in the selected FR of the model. 710
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS 711
In this paper, a novel model-based approach for the RCS 712
evaluation of a canonical ship has been presented. The best 713
pdfs have been identified for each polarization at X band 714
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within the hypotheses introduced on the input parameters of715
the model: the Gamma and the Weibull distribution are the pdfs716
which best approximate the simulated RCS data for the co- and717
cross-polarized channels, respectively (see Table V). The same718
analysis may also be performed at C and S band.719
The influence of an imperfect knowledge of the input param-720
eters on the retrieval of the RCS of the canonical ship has been721
evaluated through an error budget analysis: the proposed model722
is affected by the uncertainties on the freeboard height, the723
orientation angle (see Fig. 10), and the ratio of the roughness724
parameters (see Fig. 13), while it is robust respect to the uncer-725
tainty on the dielectric material composing the hull of the ship726
(see Figs. 11 and 12).727
In general, when a better knowledge on the input parame-728
ters is available, different distributions could be considered for729
them, leading to a different shape and distribution of the RCS730
values. For example, in specific areas characterized by high731
maritime traffic and/or geographical straits, ship routes may be732
more bounded. In these cases, the orientation angle can be more733
easily evaluated.734
Preliminary results are promising as a good match between735
the measured RCS on real SAR images and the theoretical736
RCS has been found on a good number of different ships. The737
hypotheses made, in order to work with a simplified model of738
the ship, may lead to an underestimation of the real RCS due to739
superimposed structures and evaluated to be 1.5 dB on average740
(see Section VI-II). However, this underestimation of the RCS741
is a minor issue in the SAR ship-detection algorithms mean-742
ing that such targets can only be more easily detectable in real743
scenarios.744
The model introduced is interesting especially in consid-745
eration of its applicability scenarios. The authors are already746
working at its inclusion in an SAR-based tool for ship detection.747
A likelihood-ratio test can indeed be performed at the detec-748
tor stage leading to an improvement of the overall performance749
(lower false alarm rate and higher probability of detection) of750
the algorithms.751
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